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Getting to the Trailhead: Drive to the town of Westcliffe. (If driving from the 

Front Range, take Highway 50 to Texas Creek and drive south on Highway 

69.) 

 

From Westcliffe, take Highway 69 south for 3.4 miles to Schoolfield Road 

(County Road 140). Turn right on Schoolfield Road and drive west for 4.5 

miles to a T-junction. Turn left and follow signs for 2.0 miles to the Venable-

Comanche Trailhead. The road becomes much rougher for the last half mile, 

but should be passable by most passenger cars. 

 

Hike Statistics: The complete loop gains a total of 3980 feet in 10.9 miles.  

For a shorter day, here are a couple of possibilities: a hike to the Venable 

Lakes would gain 2950 feet in 4.0 miles one way, while a hike up Comanche 

Canyon to the Comanche Lakes would gain 2700 feet in 3.5 miles one way. 

 

Difficulty: A moderate but long trail hike. 

 

USGS Quad: Horn Peak, CO, and marginally Rito Alto Peak, CO. 

The Phantom Terrace is well-named: as 

you approach the head of the Venable 

Creek drainage it’s hard to imagine that 

there would be a perfectly good hiking 

trail crossing the steep east face of 

Venable Peak. Since this trail does 

exist, it is very reasonable to connect 

two of the most scenic canyons in the 

Sangre de Cristo Range in a moderate 

day hike.  

 

Three thirteen thousand foot peaks 

(Venable Peak, Spring Mountain and 

Comanche Peak) are located close to 

the trail, but climbing all three in 

addition to completing the loop hike 

would require a very long day as well 

as perfect weather.  

 

I would suggest that the Comanche-

Venable trail is one of the nicest loop 

hikes in the State, especially in the 

autumn when the aspen are in full color. Also, the segment of trail on the west side of the Continental 

Divide offers outstanding views of the rugged peaks comprising the Crestone Group. 

 

When I first hiked this trail over 20 years ago, the one thing detracting from the hiking experience was the 

presence of motorcycles in Comanche Canyon. The creation of the Sangre de Cristo Wilderness in the 

1990’s closed the canyon to motorized traffic, so it’s only near the trailhead, along the Rainbow Trail, that 

you may encounter trail bikes and ATV’s. 

 

 

Hike Description 

 



The hike goes equally well in either direction, though to get the full visual effect of the improbable trail 

across the face of Venable Peak I’d recommend starting up Venable Canyon and returning via Comanche 

Canyon. 

 

The two trails start at opposite ends of the parking area. For the Venable Trail, look for the trailhead sign at 

the north end. Walk up the trail to a junction with the Rainbow Trail at mile 0.4. Turn right and walk 200 

feet to the next junction, where the Venable Lakes Trail takes off to the left.  

 

Pass into the Sangre de Cristo Wilderness at mile 0.5 and start the steady climb up the canyon. Pass a spur 

trail to Venable Falls at mile 2.1 (worth the short detour) and continue through mixed aspen and coniferous 

forest. Shortly after passing the remains of an old log cabin, the trail starts to climb out of the bottom of the 

drainage towards the Venable Lakes, nestled in a bowl high above the valley floor, reached at mile 4.1. 

Another spur trail at this point takes off to the right, but continue straight on the main trail and you’ll pass 

right by the lower lake in a couple of minutes. The trail continues to gain elevation, reaching a junction at 

12,400 feet marked by a wooden post. The righthand trail continues over Venable Pass and down into the 

North Fork of North Crestone Creek. For the Phantom Terrace turn left and continue up towards the east 

face of Venable Peak. The terrace rises gently up across this face towards the obvious saddle, and is 

generally several feet wide, so it doesn’t feel terribly exposed. Only for a few feet does it narrow down a 

bit.  

 
When you reach the saddle on the far side of the terrace (mile 5.1), you’ll be greeted with very nice views. 

See if you are able to identify the peaks of the Crestone Group. 

 

The trail drops down on the west side of the saddle before traversing below Spring Mountain to a second 

saddle at the head of Comanche Canyon (mile 6.0). Follow the trail over the saddle as it cuts sharply back 

to the left before starting to lose elevation. Reach a cairned junction with a trail leading to Comanche Lake 

at mile 7.4. The trail stays well above Hillman Creek on the Northwest slopes of the canyon, then crosses 

into the Alvarado Creek drainage at mile 8.5. Hike down the switchbacks and continue on the excellent 

trail, cross the Rainbow Trail at mile 10.3 right after the Wilderness Boundary and continue along the 

signed trail past the Alvarado campground and back to the trailhead. 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GPS Latitude / Longitude NAD83 (Deg., Min., Sec.) 

Venable-Comanche Trailhead: 38,4,57N / 105,33,52W, 9045 feet 

Trail Junction: 38,5,7N / 105,34,10W, 9308 feet 

Enter Wilderness : 38,5,7N / 105,34,12W, 9341 feet 

Venable Falls: 38,4,35N / 105,35,42W, 10476 feet 

Spur Trail: 38,3,54N / 105,37,0W, 11991 feet 

Phantom terrace-Venable Pass Junction: 38,3,46N / 105,37,21W, 12447 feet 

Phantom Terrace: 38,3,22N / 105,37,32W, 12756 feet 

Saddle: 38,2,47N / 105,37,3W, 12756 feet 

Lake Trail: 38,3,16N / 105,36,9W, 11703 feet 

Leave Wilderness: 38,4,48N / 105,34,18W, 9639 feet 

Cross Rainbow Trail: 38,4,48N / 105,34,17W, 9478 feet 

 

 



 


